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AIDS TO BETTER SHEARING
Grinding Combs and Cutters and Maintenance

of

Handpieces

W. L. McGARRY, Sheep and Wool Adviser.
J. REILLY, Sheep and Wool Instructor.
M. BUTLER, Shearing Instructor.

HE demonstrations and instructional work in shearing that have been
T
carried out in the farming areas have revealed the universal difficulty
among learner-shearers in "getting a cut." Experience has shown t h a t this
absence of good cutting in handpieces has been due in large measure to
the general lack of knowledge regarding grinding and the correct adjustment or "setting u p " of t h e combs and cutters on the handpiece. Poor
cutting has also resulted from the common practice of using combs and
cutters t h a t do not match, together with faulty handpiece maintenance.
These and other factors leading to such poor results will be dealt with and
the necessary control measures fully described.
The practical instruction in grinding, etc., which has been included
in the shearing demonstrations is now supplemented by this article. To
those who have attended the demonstrations the article will be very useful
for reference, and to others it will be of practical assistance during their
shearing operations.

THE HANDPIECE
The shearing handpiece requires to be
in proper condition, if the best results
are to be achieved. With care and a t t e n tion gained by a study of the wearing
parts and their functions, the handpiece
can always be made to give good service
and efficient cutting. (See Fig. 1.)
Spare Parts List.
An illustrated list of the p a r t s and
their serial numbers, of the make of the
machine in use, is obtainable through
the agents and will help the beginner
in becoming familiar with the handpiece.
Also necessary is a centre-post gauge to
fit the machine.
Combinations of Combs and Cutters.
It is common to find the novice shearer
using combs of a standard size with wide
throw cutters and vice versa. This is

a very bad practice as, unless combs and
cutters of suitable combinations are
used, the machine will not perform efficiently. It is essential for the teeth of
the cutter to "time" properly on the
teeth of the comb. (See Fig. 2) There are
various makes of combs on the market
and after selecting your combs, take care
to select the cutter t h a t matches t h a t
particular type of comb. Incorrect combinations cause uneven timing and the
resultant shearing will be ragged. Cutters t h a t are too wide will throw over
the edge of the comb, causing possible
injury to the sheep. (See Fig. 2.)
Keeping Tools Even.
It is common practice among shearers
to keep their combs and cutters wearing
evenly. This is a definite advantage.
To do this, thread the tools on a piece
of wire bent to form the letter S. Combs
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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Pig. 1.—Shearing Handpiece—(A) Tension nut; (B) Tension sleeve; (C) Tension pin- (D) Crown
plate; (E) Inspection screw; (P) Fork yokes; (G) .Fork; (H) Post; (I) Fulcrum; (J) Ball(K) Ball race; (L) Crank head; (M) Main spindle; (N) Bush; (O) Spindle pin; (P) Back
spindle; (Q) Back Joint.

on one wire—cutters on another. When
loading the machine take tools regularly
from one end and when ground replace
them on the other end. When this
method is employed the tools will wear
down together and will keep a universal
size, giving a much improved performance over uneven pairs. Do not mix up
your combs and cutters and select them
at random when changing. Remember
the centre-post in your machine is set
to suit even cutters.
Using Centre-Post Gauge.
It is the general practice for handpieces leaving the manufacturer to have
the centre-post set. in position for new
cutters and they will work satisfactorily
with these or nearly new tools. However,
as the cutters are ground smaller, they,
when fitted to machine, raise the rear
end of the fork, so that the ball on the
crankhead is not working in correct relation to the ball-race on the rear end
of the fork. This causes incorrect

pressure on fork tips. The ball-race
will be revealed by removing the inspection screw. Adjustment of the centrepost is now necessary. To do this, release
the locknut holding the centre-post and
unscrew (or lower) the centre-post half
a turn or complete full turn; now test
with gauge. (See Fig. 3.) If the gauge
shows that the fork is still too high, unscrew centre-post another half turn and
so on until gauge indicates correct setting, then securely tighten locknut. It
is essential that the centre-post be
shifted a half turn or full turn at a time,
as on inspection the centre-post will be
found to show wear on rear side only.
If taken half a turn the unworn side will
become the new wearing surface, if a
complete turn then the original seating
will be returned. Thus to avoid an uneven (half worn and half new) position
i or f turns must not be used. Of course,
if the reverse setting be required, when
new cutters are replacing worn out ones,
the post must be raised.
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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Fig. 2.—It Is essential to have properly-matched combs and cutters

Wearable Parts.
It is also necessary to examine the post
and fulcrum cup occasionally. Should
excessive wear be apparent, renew both
parts at the same time. After considerable use the tension nut sleeve will show
wear on the crown; should it be developing a flat surface it is advisable to renew it, as it will be hard to obtain the
correct amount of tension. The tension
nut screw bushing should be tight

Pig. 3.—Testing the centre post

at all times. It can work free, with
consequent loss of tension, and will
puzzle the learner shearer, as it
is not readily discerned. The fork
yokes or chicken feet, should be inspected. Look for wear' on the pin-hole
tips, for this is where the tension is
exerted and where the cutting is done.
Therefore, it is necessary that these
parts be in proper condition and the fork
yokes fitting snugly in the fork. It is
also a good practice to
withdraw them occasionally and insert grease
prior to replacing. This
will ensure that they
swivel freely. At the same
time make sure there is
clearance at c e n t r e
prongs. To remove the
yokes, grip with pliers,
then turn the pliers upside down and withdraw;
the reverse r e p l a c e s
them. Back joint cogs
should be looked at from
time to time and should
excessive
wear
be
apparent, it will be
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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necessary to renew them, as worn cogs
will not give good results. Oil these back
joint cogs regularly.
"SETTING UP" OR LOADING
"Lead."
The "setting u p " of the comb a n d
cutter on t h e handpiece, so as to acquire
t h e correct distance or "lead" from the
points of t h e cutter to the points of the
comb, is brought about by simply standing t h e comb up (see Fig. 4), when securing it on to the comb base, on the
machine, so t h a t the points of the comb
are slightly (at least *ln.) in the lead
of t h e cutter points. (See Fig. 5.)

Kg- 5.—Correct comb lead

"Throw."
At the same time make sure t h a t the
cutter moves or "throws" evenly to
both sides of t h e comb (when machine
is rotated by h a n d ) , for should the cutter throw over the comb's side, particularly over the bottom tooth, there is
the risk of cutting the sheep and the
machine will not cut cleanly and tends
to drag. (See Fig. 6.)
Precaution.

SPACE

BETWEEN
COMB
8. C O M B .
Kg. 4.—The comb stood up

BASE

I t is a wise practice to always place
the right t h u m b on the cogs of the back
joint and rotate the spindle a t u r n or
two after loading the machine, or changing a cutter, to make sure t h a t the cutter works freely with light tension on
and t h a t the comb is secure, for should
the machine lock when put into gear
it will be violently wrenched out of the
hand, with probable breakage and/or injury. Adjust t h e machine while it is
running, so t h a t it has a slight tendency
to roll in the h a n d when loosely held.
This should give correct tension and
good cutting.
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be necessary to have on h a n d at least
one dozen combs and two and a half
dozen cutters to ensure t h a t sharp tools
are always available.
It is far better to use more tools
and less labour t h a n the reverse. With
small flocks, the tools will be available for crutching and successive shearings, because the abovementioned quantity of combs and cutters should shear
approximately 6,000 sheep. Remember,
sharp tools mean easier shearing and
more changing means easier grinding.

Fig. 6.—Cutter "throwing over" the bottom tooth
Changing Tools.

*

It has been found t h a t novice shearers
are prone to use a comb and cutter far
too long. This is detrimental to good
shearing, as no m a t t e r how well tools
are ground, they will not retain a cutting
edge for long periods. More frequent
changes are recommended, for once the
edge is dulled, the machine will have a
definite tendency to pull or pluck at
the wool instead of cutting cleanly. This
absence of a clean cut often escapes the
notice of the learner shearer and it will
cause the sheep to become restless and
strain against him, causing great difficulty in holding the animal in t h e correct position for efficient shearing. Insufficient tools encourage the bad habit
of using them too long without changing. Always see t h a t sufficient combs
and cutters are on h a n d for a full day's
shearing. This point cannot be too
highly stressed. The comb should be
changed at least after 40 minutes in use,
less in hard sheep, a n d two or three
cutters used to the comb, irrespective of
tally shorn, to keep the machine cutting
efficiently. With most farm shearing,
grinding is usually done a t the completion of the day's shearing, and it would

Points to Remember.
Keep barrel of machine filled with oil.
Remove and clean tension n u t and
fork yokes frequently.
Release tension when oiling post and
cup.
Remove spring caps on back joint and
grease frequently.
Oil all working parts.
Set up with correct lead.
See t h a t cutter throws correctly.
Check comb screws to be sure comb
is on securely.
Change combs and cutters frequently.
Always have sufficient tools on hand.
GRINDING I
Magnetic Holder.
It is essential to understand w h a t
actually takes place during the grinding
operation. An examination of the m a g netic holder on the pendulum will show
t h a t t h e distance from bottom of lower
magnet to bottom of pins is i i n . (See
Fig. No. 7.) This is to enable t h e lower
magnet to take over at the "line of
balance" of the comb or cutter. A further
examination of the magnetic holder will
also show t h a t the bottom pole is
slightly in advance of the top pole. (See
Pig. No. 7.) The reason for this difference in position of the two poles is to ensure t h a t the comb is on a backward
slope until it strikes the disc, t h u s presenting the heel of the comb first, and
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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makes certain t h a t the points withdraw
immediately before the heel, after grinding. As the comb strikes the disc it leaves
the top pole a n d is taken over by the
bottom pole alone, a t a point on the
comb known as the "line of balance."

ID
4
o

.*"

Fig. 7.—Magnetic holder
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ing the pendulum rod, etc., correct adj u s t m e n t should be made before grinding.
Checking Pins.
Check, and if necessary, reduce the
diameter of the pins to ensure the necessary freedom of movement of the comb
or cutter being ground. The comb or
cutter should not be held too rigidly by
the pins or damage may result.
Clearance Groove.
Combs when new have a groove across
the face, known as the clearance groove.
The purpose of the groove is to clear any
steel and emery particles, which come
from the area below it, during grinding.
This groove with its clearing effect allows a new starting point for grinding
t h e upper or teeth area. Certain parts,
it will be noticed, are removed or gulleted out of the bottom of the comb. This
serves to bring the grinding areas above
and below the "line of balance" into correct relation for even grinding. Thus,
when the grooves are ground out, the
balance is then uneven, a n d combs will
quickly grind to the points, become
pricky and are at a stage where they
need to be replaced.

"Line of Balance."
The "line of balance" is situated iin.
above the bottom of the pin holes. (See
Fig. 8.) This results in the comb being
ground slightly to the heel, which is a
good practice. To make the "line of
balance" somewhat clearer, place a foot
rule o n the table, applying pressure at
6in., i n this case, "the line of balance."
I t will be noticed t h a t the pressure on
either end of the ruler is uniform. Now
shift t h e pressure point to 8in. and the
ends of the ruler will indicate very different degrees of pressure. Magnets and
pins which are correctly set by the
manufacturerers, should not be altered.
If alteration has occurred by filing one
or other of t h e magnetic poles or bend-

Fig. 8.—The line of balance
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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Fig. 9.—Correct pendulum adjustment

Adjusting Pendulum.
The pendulum should be on t h a t side
of the disc t h a t rotates upwards and is
hung at a point midway between the
boss and outer rim. (See Fig. 9.) Next
raise or lower pendulum by means of
the screw thread until, when taken
across the disc, the centre of the magnets are level with the centre of the
spindle. (See Fig. 10.) The grind will
now be straight up the teeth when
finishing (sharpening) the comb. Now
place a comb on the. magnet and adjust
the pendulum, so t h a t the comb hangs
just clear of the disc face. (See Fig. 11.)
A similar setting will be suitable for cutters, but care should be taken to finish
grinding at a position on the disc where
the sparks fly straight up the teeth of
the cutter—just off centre of disc. (See
Fig. 12). This is most important, for if
the grind is across the teeth, unsatisfactory results will follow.
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Fig. 10.—Correct height adjustment

GRINDING II
Light.
It is most important t h a t the grinding be done in a good light. It is impossible to sharpen combs and cutters
correctly unless they can be seen properly during the process of grinding. The
need for good lighting cannot be too
highly stressed, because in an inferior
light it is not possible to see the minute
blunt, dull white edge on the tools and
as a result they can quite easily be
underground or overground. Poor cutting is inevitable with both overground
and underground tools.
The installation of adequate skylights
or replacement of sheets of iron with
corrugated perspex, etc., at the position
in the shed where t h e grinding is being
done, will greatly improve the light.
The bulk of shearing in the farming
areas is done when the days are short
and often cloudy. For this reason it is
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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recommended t h a t grinding be carried
out a t mid-day instead of the usual practice of doing t h e daily grinding at the
end of t h e day's shearing.
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The speed of the discs should be 2,400
to 2,500 r.p.m.
Check disc speeds with a revolution
counter.
Value of Clean Tools.
After tools have been used, they
should be thoroughly washed and dried
a n d freed of all yolk, grease, etc. Particular care of pinholes is necessary to
ensure t h a t foreign m a t t e r will not be
transferred to the emery. Clean out any
emery particles t h a t collect in the cutters during grinding as these, when a
cutter is placed on a handpiece, and oil
applied, form into a grinding paste and
help destroy the edges.
Blunt Tools.
When a comb h a s been used for some
time it will be seen t h a t the cutting
edges of the teeth, particularly towards
the points, are rounded, and when the
comb is held side-on in a good light,
white or dull lines are seen on the edge
of the teeth. Combs must be ground only
until this dullness completely disappears
and is replaced by a keen s h a r p edge.
Do not overgrind or overheat. Cutters
will be examined and treated in the same
manner.

Fig. 11.—Comb hanging clear of disc face

Grinding Speed.
I t has been observed t h a t due to
various reasons t h e disc speeds of many
small plants in t h e farming areas are too
slow for efficient grinding. Slow speeds
require heavier pressure on the disc
which results in a n unsatisfactory coarse
deep-scoring grind. Heavy pressure can
also overheat a n d b u r n the points of
the tools a n d feather the cutting edges.
When light pressure only is exerted on
slow r u n n i n g discs, t h e tools will not be
sharpened but only polished.

Grinding Combs.
When grinding, place comb squarely
on the disc halfway between boss and
disc edge, then, standing back and using
both hands, exert a light and even pressure, moving the comb backwards and
forwards pendulum fashion, across the
emery. (Do not hold comb on disc more
t h a n five or six seconds a t any one time).
This movement across the disc, will have
t h e effect of grinding the comb but not
sharpening it. When the comb is sufficiently ground, which is only determined
by examination, hold the comb "stationary against the disc, then, with the
sparks running straight up, momentarily
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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Pig. 12.—Sparks should fly straight upwards

give slight extra pressure, until the
sparks curl in slightly towards the centre
of the comb. This will produce a fine,
sharp cutting edge a n d also have the
effect of hollowing the comb slightly, so
that friction between comb and cuter
while working is somewhat minimised.
Too much pressure will t u r n or feather
the edges. Be light handed and good results will be obtained. The correct
stance (and the most comfortable) is to
stand squarely on to the grinding face
and use the arms in the movement across
the disc, not the restricted movement to
be had by using the wrists only.
Grinding Cutters.
Grind cutters on the fine emery. They
require much lighter pressure t h a n
combs, owing to the small area of steel
presented to the disc. Some grind with
one hand, but two h a n d s may be used
it .sufficiently light pressure can be obtained. Move the cutter lightly backward and forward across the disc face,
tnen momentarily pause at the position
Where the sparks fly straight upward,
w e n withdraw. This will give the cutter
a nne sharp edge. Be careful not to over-

grind or the edges will be turned or
feathered, and as a result will not cut
cleanly but only break the wool.
Points to Remember.
Use only light and even pressure.
Heavy pressure tends to overgrind and
burn tools.
Examine tools frequently
during
grinding.
Do not use worn discs.
Renew the emery frequently.
Making up a Disc.
Be sure t h a t discs are cleansed
thoroughly, using a brush and hot water
and allow to dry by evaporation only.
Next cut a hole in the centre of the
emery cloth to take the stud on the
clamp, then place the cloth over the
clamp plate, emery inwards. Now paint
the glue evenly and thinly on t h e disc,
taking care glue does not run into centre
recess, and then fit the prepared disc
over the clamp on to the emery. Turn
disc on cloth to squeeze out surplus glue,
and screw down securely. Allow glue
Journal of agriculture Vol. 1 1952
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sufficient time to dry (at least four
hours) then trim away edges with a
sharp knife, being careful to cut with the
pressure on the knife against the emery
wheel and not against the clamp. This
will ensure that the extreme edge of the
emery will not be lifted during cutting.
Do not forget to remove small portion
of emery cloth in centre boss.
Grade of Emery.
The most suitable grade of emery cloth
for grinding combs is No. 40, which is the
correct degree of coarseness. Finer
grades are not satisfactory as the resultant finish is a polish not a grind. For
grinding cutters a finer emery cloth is
used, No. 80 being the most suitable. Always be sure to obtain emery with the
cloth backing.
Holding Handpiece Correctly.
An important factor in shearing is to
hold the handpiece as far back as possible using the thumb and index finger
more as a guide than a grip, and lightly

gripping the barrel with the other three
fingers. (See Fig. 13). This will give
better control, longer reach, less wrist
movement, and a freer range of movement, enabling the shearer to correctly
place the machine in any desired position on the sheep and to follow the curve
of the sheep's body closely. This light
grip on the machine will be helpful in
eliminating ridging or "weather-boarding," and will reduce second cutting by
allowing the bottom "or lower" teeth of
the comb to be held down on the skin
at all times. It is common practice
among novice shearers to hold the
machine far too rigidly, with the thumb
and fingers encircling the handpiece
completely. (See Fig. 13). This not only
restricts the range and free movement
of the machine, but will not allow correct placing; it also tends to result in
bad shearing and causes undue strain
on the muscles of the forearm. It is advisable to become thoroughly familiar
with the holding of the handpiece while
it is running, before attempting to shear.
Remember that the wool is to be shorn
off and not pushed off.

Pig. 13.-Left-Correct grip of handpiece. Rlght-An Incorrect grip which Is all too
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